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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
April 22, 2022 
 
EMMITT SMITH 
 
 
Q.  Can you talk to me a little bit about your experience today? Playing alongside 
some former Cowboys, what was it like for you and how it all went today? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  So far it's been a great day. Obviously when you get a chance to go out 
and play with some of the professional golfers, get to see real, true golfers hit golf balls and 
hit them well, it's always (inaudible) walking and chitchatting and having a good time with 
those guys, but also to enjoy playing golf. Being here in Las Colinas and being able to walk 
and enjoy golf, a beautiful day in Texas. The wind is absolutely incredible, incredibly strong 
and it messes with everything that you have that a bad shot is going to mess with it. Great 
day. 
 
Q.  And also, can you talk to me a little bit about you came from playing football your 
whole life and now golf is a very different type of sport, what has that transition been 
like for you? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  I'm a recreational golfer. I don't go out and play three or four times a 
week. I'm lucky to play three or four times a month. But I get out, I enjoy myself. I already 
know I'm not going to be a 72 but I'm going to play as close as I can possibly get to it. I'm 
probably truly an 80 to mid-80 kind of golfer as a recreational golfer. In this kind of 
tournament right here I can be an 85 golfer, 85 to 90 because I'm not used to walking and 
I'm not used to hitting the pressure shots they're hitting. I'm not used to all of that. So this is 
a lot more challenging. I'm used to challenges, though. I like to have fun. 
 
Q.  Tell me what you like about being out here with all these people. You could be 
doing a lot of things. What do you like about being out here? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  Well, you get the chance to get outdoors. I mean, think about it, we've 
been indoors for a long time dealing with the pandemic and all those kind of things. Now we 
have an opportunity to get outside and enjoy playing a round of golf in a competitive 
environment. It's a wonderful thing to see, see the format, hitting the golf ball and having a 
good time. For me, it's enjoyable. 
 
Q.  Did you ever wish you had taken up golf sooner maybe? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  Shoot, I wish I could have took up golf when I was a kid, but my folks 
couldn't afford no golf balls and no golf clubs let alone green fees and all that kind of stuff. I 
mean, I don't even recall that there was even a golf club back in my hometown that I can 
think of. I only recall junior golf. It was all about football and baseball back in my hometown, 
that's what we all did. 
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Q.  So when's the first time? Was it after Florida when you played golf? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  It was spring '90, my last year at Florida before I got drafted. I went out 
and played a round of golf with my teammates and -- 
 
Q.  In Gainesville? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  Yeah, in Gainesville. Went out to West End, I'll never forget it. Out there 
hitting golf balls and drinking beer and having a good time. 
 
Q.  And you just kind of got hooked from there? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  Got drafted by the Cowboys, come out here that summer, everybody 
working out and flying to the golf course up at River Chase. We used to play at River Chase 
all the time. So I just rented clubs and rented clubs and rented clubs, and then that 
offseason I bought my first set of golf clubs. Bought me a set of Hogan Edges all because 
they were pretty and they looked good in the bag and I said I'm going to get 'em. Didn't know 
what kind of clubs I bought. I bought blades. They were blades. 
 
Q.  You were that good? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  I wasn't that good. I didn't know what the heck I was doing. So I bought 
these real expensive golf clubs. I don't know where the hell they are today, but I bought 
them. 
 
Q.  As far as you just mentioned the draft, what was your favorite memory of draft day 
for you with the draft coming up? 
 
EMMITT SMITH:  Probably all of the excitement that my family and I got a chance to 
experience, seeing their son actually doing something that he has put in a lot of work for and 
finally getting the opportunity to fulfill his childhood dream. To see the excitement and joy on 
their faces is a moment that I don't think anybody, any kid or anybody that's been drafted 
would ever, ever forget because that's a moment of sacrifice for so many people. Oftentimes 
we think we're making the sacrifice, but you forget the sacrifice that your parents made and 
coaches made and everybody that poured into you. It's not just all about you, that's a 
culmination of so many different things.  
 
So, for me, reflecting back and being old enough to reflect back and being humble enough 
to recognize the support that I had, it's an amazing experience to be able to fulfill out my 
dreams the way I was able to do. 
 
Q.  One of the things about this event is the possibility to interact with the fans and 
athletes all together. What is that like to be so close to the fans and (inaudible)? 
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EMMITT SMITH:  Sometimes we're too close to the fans (Laughs.) You know, they don't get 
a chance to see us in this kind of an arena, they don't get a chance to get up close and 
when they are up close, the one thing they want is pictures and photos and autographs and 
stuff like that versus having an opportunity to do what you guys get. You guys get the luxury 
of asking us questions and having this interaction with us and getting a feel for who we are 
as people. They get to see it in passing. 
 
So it's a hit or miss kind of thing, but the experience itself and the excitement that they see 
when they see some of their favorite players is priceless, it's priceless. It's also a clear 
indication that the impact that we may have on people's lives, it's significant, so we should 
take those things kind of seriously as well.  
 


